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Assignment

Assess Mr. Gokhale’s efficiency claims, focusing 
primarily on six criteria:

 Cognizability: Has Mr. Gokhale shown his claims are:
– Verifiable?Verifiable?

– Merger-specific?

– Not due to reduction in outpput/service?

 Three additional criteria:
Shown to reduce variable costs– Shown to reduce variable costs.

– Duly corrected for divestitures, individual commercial exits.

– Correctly attributed to challenged product & geographic markets– Correctly attributed to challenged product & geographic markets.
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Basis for Approach

 Focus on Mr. Gokhale’s reports and the documents he Focus o
relies on:

n Mr. Gokhale s reports and the documents he

– “Efficiencies are difficult to verify and quantify, in part 
because much of the information relating to efficiencies isbecause much of the information relating to efficiencies is
uniquely in the possession of the merging firms.
Moreover, efficiencies projected reasonably and in good faith 
by the merging firms may not be realized Therefore it isby the merging firms may not be realized. Therefore, it is
incumbent upon the merging firms to substantiate 
efficiency claims . . . .” 

Merger Guidelines § 10 (emphasis added)Merger Guidelines § 10 (emphasis added)
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Basis for Approach

 Verification process: Verification process:
– “The verification process usually includes, among other 

things, an assessment of the parties’ analytical methods, 
including the accuracy of their data collection and 
measurement, an evaluation of the reasonableness of 

ti ’ l i
assumptions in the analysis, and scrutiny into how well the 
par t d t difi ti ities’ conclusions stand up to modifications in any 
assumptions (i.e., the “robustness” of the parties’ analysis).”

Merger Guidelines Commentary p. 52 (emphasis added)g y p ( p )
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Summary of Opinions

Mr Gokhale has failed to demonstrate that the assertedMr. Gokhale has failed to demonstrate that the asserted
efficiencies are cognizable.

Excepti A $72 3M FTE i C i l GE tion: A $72.3M FTE synergy in Commercial Group
has been shown to be cognizable.
– Support cited in Mr Gokhale’s Rebuttal Report– Support cited in Mr. Gokhale s Rebuttal Report

– No similar support for other FTE synergies

– “Commercial Group” is outside challenged marketsCommercial Group is outside challenged markets
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Summary of Opinions

Mr. Gokhale has failed to consider one-time integration 
costs of $1.4 billion.[1]

– “Cognizable efficiencies are assessed net of costs produced by 
the merger or incurred in achieving those efficiencies.”

Merger Guidelines § 10Merger Guidelines § 10

[1] AET-LIT008-0001693301, at -304 
(Integration and Transaction Costs)
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Summary of Opinions


b t fi
Mr. Gokhale

d d
has provided no way to distinguish 

between fixed and var ai bl ti ble costs.

Mr. Gokhale has not pprovided sufficient documentation 
or analysis for the adjustments made for divestitures 
and individual commercial exits.

Mr. Gokhale has not attributed efficiencies to the 
challenged markets.
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Expert Work

 “Aetna’s synergy expert will detail the verifiable and merger Aetna s synergy expert will detail the verifiable and merger-
specific synergies that arise from the Transaction in a 
forthcoming report (‘Synergies Report’) to be submitted on 
October 21, 2016. . . . Aetna also will produce with theOctober 21, 2016. . . . Aetna also will produce with
Synergies Report any document or data containing 

the
the 

calculations or models used to quantify and attribute each such 
efficiency, and the associated costs, relied upon by the synergy
expert in its analysis.”

y y y gy

PX0347: Aetna’s response to 2nd

(9/28/16)
Set of Interrogatories 

(9/28/16)
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AETNA/COVENTRY

Mr. Gokhale’s “three primary similarities” 
between the two transactions.between the two transactions.

Aetna increased its membership base.

Aetna expanded and enhanced its geographic profile.

Aetna has used some of the same people, consultants, 
and “playbooks” to estimate synergies in Aetna/Humana 
as were used to track synergies followingas were used to
Aetna/Coventry.

track synergies following

Source: Mr. Gokhale’s Rebuttal 
Report (DX0577), p.4
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Mr. Gokhale’s Cognizable 
Efficiency Claims for 2020

Efficiency Type
Gokhale Cognizable 
Efficiency Claim[1]

Administrative Costs
Savings from Reductions in Full Time Equivalent Staff:

FTE - Duplicative Roles (Commercial Group) $72.3
FTE - Other Duplicative Roles $333.00
FTE - Lift and Load $114.5

Savings from Reductions in Purchased Goods & Services:
IT Amortization $122.0
Other Non-FTE Savings $277.0

Total Administrative/SG&A Costs $918.7

Medical Costs
Pharmacy (excl. FTEs)

Pharmacy (Rebate Maximization) $202.8
Pharmacy  Costs-avoided $37.5
Pharmacy (Remaining Savings net of $1.9M Revenue) $9.7

Clinical Services
Concurrent Review $160.0
Reimbursement/Clinical Claim Review $61.1

Network & Specialty $275.4

Medical cost side of RRA for In-home assessment prioritization ($18.6 + $7.7) $26.3
Total Medical Costs $772.9
Total Cost Savings Claimed $1,691.6

Revenue
Pharmacy Revenues-increase AET MA Mail Order & Specialty Utilization [2] $90.6
Star Ratings Bonus Increase $95.0
Insource HUM's  Medicaid to Aetna's In-House Operations $73.8
Insource AET's Record ID to HUM Team to incr Risk Adj. Revenue $95.2

Total Revenue excluding shock loss of $8.5 billion (2018)[3] $354.6
Cost Savings Claimed plus Incremental Revenue Claimed $2,046.2

[1] Mr. Gokhale does not provide estimates for 2017, 2018 and 2019[1] Mr Gokhale does not provide estimates for 2017 2018, and 2019.

[2]  Pharmacy Revenues also include $22.3 million incremental Network Processing Fee Revenue and $1.9 million Pretax opportunity by fulfilling 
Aetna's Medicare OTC benefit via Humana Pharmacy versus retail.

[3] Source:  PX0324 (Vision 2020: Building a Healthier World), at 144.



Overview Observations

Mr Gokhale has failed to properly assess theMr. Gokhale has failed to properly assess the
assumptions of the underlying methodologies.

Mr. Gokhale has failed to verify the data.
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Overview Observations

Assumptions

Haircuts

Best of the two contracts (“BOTC”) approachBest of the two contracts (“BOTC”) approach
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Overview Observations

Implicit Assumptions in Mr. Gokhale’s
BOTC Approach

 Post-merger, the combined volume can be purchased under 
the terms of the more favorable contract.

 All suppliers are interchangeable.

 Price differentials at the “baseline” time would have remained 
in place in perpetuity.

 Price differentials are always due to unique differences in 
negotiating skill or scale.
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Pharmacy (Rebate Maximization)

Source:  AET-PSGLIT-0000000065, Tab “Medicare.”  
Aetna Medicare
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Pharmacy (Rebate Maximization)

Drug:   (Medicare 

 Required Action:

– Humana to use all Aetna contracts for 
drugs, including .

 Assumption:

– Single point rebate differential (Q4 2015) is representative of 
future rebate differentials, in perpetuity.

 Result:

– PSG calculated recurring synergies of $3.2 million, based on 
rebate rate differentials observed in Q4 2015.
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Pharmacy (Rebate Maximization)

  expected future rebate rates for and 
. (Stand(Stand-alonealone basisbasis.))

PSG Rebate Data From Each Company

2015 Rebate % 2016 Rebate % 2017 Rebate %

Company Q4 Q1 Projected Exit Contracted Projected Exit

40% 40% 40% 40% 40%
28% 55% 66% 55% 69%

Rebate
Differential 12% (15%) (26%) (15%) (29%)

Source:  PX0183, AET-PSGLIT-0000000065, AET-PSGLIT-0000000002 
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Pharmacy (Rebate Maximization)

Drug:
 Required Action:

– to use  contract with  for the drug .

 Result:

– PSG calculated synergies of $$42.9 million.

PSG Rebate Data From Each Company

2015 Rebate % 2016 Rebate % 2017 Rebate %

Company Q4 Q1 Projected Exit Contracted Projected Exit

33% 40% 40% Not Covered 0%

16% 15-17% 18-20% 65% 65%

Rebate
Differential 17% 23-25% 20-22% (65%) (65%)

Source:  PX0183, AET-PSGLIT-0000000065, AET-PSGLIT-0000000002 



Pharmacy (Rebate Maximization)

“[W]hen I worked for Coventry. . . ., we were covering 
a specific diabetes drug that a competitor of ours did 
not.  And what we discovered approximately a year 
later was that we enrolled a very, very high proportion 
of diabetic members. . . . So in reaction, we stoppedof diabetic
covering that high-c

members.
o

. . .
st drug,

So in reaction, we
 and even though we 

stopped
still 

had all of the diabetic members that we enrolled in that 
specific year, we sort of leveled the playing field going 
forward so that we wouldn’t get a disproportionateforward so that we wouldn t get a disproportionate
share of members who wanted that specific drug.”

CID deposition of James Paprocki, 25:16-26:18
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Pharmacy (Rebate Maximization)

• “As our respective network contracting and rebate 
teams neggotiate better network rates and rebates 
independently of one another, the 2017 synergy 
estimates may erode instead of being deferred 
until 2018.”

••

PX0137: Email chain from Brian J. Kost (Exec. Dir., CFO Pharmacy, Aetna) 
to Howard K. Crowley (Aetna’s leader of the Pharmacy functional team), 
“FW: Thoughts on Synergies,” 08/12/16
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Concurrent Review

Concurrent Review:  “Real-time” review of a 
physician’s recommendation regarding:

– Admission to acute-care hospital

– Admission to post acute setting (rehab etc )Admission to post-acute setting (rehab., etc.)

 Issues:

– Snapshot in time of denial rates

– Many BOTC issues apply

– Haircuts: 40%-plus
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Concurrent Review

 Impact on Quality: Efficiency claims are calculated by Impact on Quality: Efficiency claims are calculated by

– Increasing denials of care

– Downgrading to a lower level of care, e.g., 
“observation”
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Concurrent Review

“I understand that in conducting the analysis supporting the 
Concurrent Review savings the PWC and Aetna HumanaConcurrent Review savings, the PWC and Aetna-Humana
teams reviewed data on outcomes using each company’s 
Concurrent Review policies and selected policies that 
maintained or improved outcomes.”

DX0420: Gokhale Report ¶ 188 (emphasis added)

“I think this was an understanding I had at the time of the report 
that the analysis was isolated to or somehow strongly 
influenced by looking at certain policies.  But as my 
understanding improved . . . in fact, I think what they did was 
based more on the metrics on a head-to-head comparison, not 
solely on a subset of policiessolely on a subset of policies.”

Gokhale Dep. 92:13-23
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Concurrent Review

250

($ In Millions)

Reimbursement
Policy $61.1

200

Acute Care 
Conversion $36.8

Post Acute $15.0
150

Acute Care 
Denials $112 1

Concurrent
Review
$160.0

50

100

Denials $112.1

0

50

Clinical Sevices Concurrent Review BreakdownClinical Sevices Concurrent Review Breakdown
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Concurrent Review

Implementation Challenges

• “To facilitate synergy realization, 
existing provider exemptions need 
to be resolved; nearly one third ofto be resolved; nearly one-third of

 providers (9 out of Top 10)
currently have some concurrent 
review exemptionsreview exemptions.”

DX0209, at -003 (emphasis added)
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Network

 BOTC apppproach at pprovider level

 Implementation challenges
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Network

PWC Interviews with Aetna and Humana Managers 

• “I would be surprised if the hospitals don’t initiate a 
terminate notice with us now that they’ve been through 
this process before. . . .”

PX0192, at 4

• “  has been 
especially difp y ficult.  have made it clear that 
Humana rates are much better and they said they would 
terminate our contracts if we try to apply our rates to the 
Aetna book of business”

• “I think it’s going to be extremely difficult – I’ve talked to 
many hospital systems.  Hospitals have said that they 
haven’t merged Aetna-Coventry because of 
differences in rates”

PX0141, at 2 (emphasis added)
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Mr. Gokhale’s Cognizable 
Efficiency Claims for 2020

Efficiency Type
Gokhale Cognizable 
Efficiency Claim[1]

Administrative Costs
Savings from Reductions in Full Time Equivalent Staff:

FTE - Duplicative Roles (Commercial Group) $72.3
FTE - Other Duplicative Roles $333 0$333.0
FTE - Lift and Load $114.5

Savings from Reductions in Purchased Goods & Services:
IT Amortization $122.0
Other Non-FTE Savings $277.0

Total Administrative/SG&A Costs $918.7

Medical Costs
Pharmacy (excl. FTEs)

Pharmacy (Rebate Maximization) $202.8
Pharmacy  Costs-avoided $37.5
Pharmacy (Remaining Savings net of $1.9M Revenue) $9.7

Clinical Services
Concurrent Review $160.0
Reimbursement/Clinical Claim Review $61.1

Network & Specialty $275.4

Medical cost side of RRA for In-home assessment prioritization ($18.6 + $7.7) $26.3
Total Medical Costs $772.9
Total Cost Savings Claimed $1,691.6

Revenue
Pharmacy Revenues increase AET MA Mail Order & Specialty Utilization [2] $90.6
Star Ratings Bonus Increase $95.0
Insource HUM's  Medicaid to Aetna's In-House Operations $73.8
Insource AET's Record ID to HUM Team to incr Risk Adj. Revenue $95.2

Total Revenue excluding shock loss of $8.5 billion (2018)[3] $354.6
Cost Savings Claimed plus Incremental Revenue Claimed $2,046.2

[1] Mr Gokhale does not provide estimates for 2017 2018 and 2019[1] Mr. Gokhale does not provide estimates for 2017, 2018, and 2019.

[2]  Pharmacy Revenues also include $22.3 million incremental Network Processing Fee Revenue and $1.9 million Pretax opportunity by fulfilling 
Aetna's Medicare OTC benefit via Humana Pharmacy versus retail.

[3] Source:  PX0324 (Vision 2020: Building a Healthier World), at 144.
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SG&A – FTE - Lift and Load

“The [Lift & Load] analysis calculates the 
difference the cost to serve Aetna’s Medicaredifference the cost to serve Aetna s Medicare
member base under between Humana’s cost 
structure and under Aetna’s cost structure. We 
verified that the underlyingy g calculation 
accurately reflects the methodology as 
described above.”

DX0420: Gokhale Report, ¶p ¶ 74 (emp( phasis added))
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SG&A – FTE - Lift and Load

Hard-Coded Numbers Are Not Verifiable

Source: PX0175
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SG&A – IT Amortization

30
Source: DX0043, at -013



No Claimed In-Market Efficiencies 

Source: Gokhale Dep. 267: 9-14 31



Conclusion

Mr. Gokhale has not shown that his claimed efficienciesMr Gokhale has not shown that his claimed efficiencies
are cognizable, with the exception of $72.3M in SG&A-

th
FTE 

e challenged market
Commercial Group efficiencies, which are outside 

th h ll d k ts.

Mr. Gokhale has not attempted to calculate the 
efficiencies specific to the challenged markets.
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See Expert Reports for Complete OpinionsSee Expert Reports for Complete Opinions

 PX0562: Supplemental and Rebuttal Report of 
Christine M. Hammer (11/11/16)

 PX0561: Expert Report of Christine M. Hammer 
(10/21/16)
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